2020 Information
NAYS/JBD is super excited to introduce a new way for our players, your athlete a chance to show
their skills. In the past few years the program has been looking for ways to motivate our players to
continue to want to get better. We now have that avenue for any and all of our players to get the
exposure that they need to get to the next level.
The program is proud to announce exclusive partnerships with Athletes Performance,
Paramount Recruiting. The program has decided to give our teams program sport specific training 2
times a week. This means that we are able to offer top notch professional training for your athlete at no
extra cost to you, in addition that NAYS has locked in player showcase dates with paramount recruiting.
Paramount will write & rank players while participating in individual skills drills ect.
Sports Thread is our LIVE athlete’s social media platform. The coolest thing about this platform
is that you & your athlete control the content uploaded to the platform. The platform will allow you to
upload unlimited video, photos, accolades or anything that you deem necessary a college/coach wants
to know about you. Once you have things that you are ready to send out with the push of a button,
literally, from your phone, tablet you can send your information to every single college in the country.
SPORTS THREAD IS FREE so all you have to do is use it. This is something that we are giving you as being
part of our family. There are organizations out there that would want to charge you for this and control
the content, why pay ours is free and coaches will start paying attention
NAYS is premiering 6 total showcase events this year. WI, NY, MN, AZ, PA & IL…last season we
ran an event in Indiana and we had 17 players from that weekend offered some type of scholarship,
camp or training. This is something that we will for sure have our kids be in, we have individual and
tournaments.
We ask all of our members to help with fund raisers. We have 5 that we offer to our members and one
we do as a whole for the organization.
4 Bake Sales @ Concordia tournaments
2 Raffle tickets- beginning and end of the season
Faye’s Pizza Sales
Sponsor Players Free Throw shots
Scroogy’s Chocolate
Huterra is our Organization fund raiser, this truly effortless and it helps set us up for the end of the year
and the upcoming season.
Players please realize that you are attending as one of our athletes and we expect you to represent our
program with the utmost integrity at all times.

